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Abstract. Distributed fibre optic sensing (DFOS) provides breakthrough possibilities in the field of structural 

health monitoring (SHM) in comparison to conventional spot measurements. It allows the measurements to 

be registered over the entire measuring length, not only in one point of the structure. That is why this tech-

nology is becoming more and more attractive for geotechnics and civil engineering applications, providing 

both technical and economic benefits. However, to utilize all advantages of distributed sensing it is necessary 

to apply appropriate sensors, which will be able to accurately reflect real structural behaviour. This paper 

discusses in situ application of unique (patented) composite DFOS displacements sensors (3DSensors), 

which were embedded into the ground layers and compacted around the footing. The research was conducted 

to observe the potential slip plane generated during the vertical pulling of the footing out of the ground. Dis-

tributed measurements were performed to obtain vertical displacement profiles around the footing within the 

selected ground layers with a spatial resolution of 1cm. Finally, special visualization of ground deformation 

in 3D space was performed to analyze in detail the physical changes between the footing and the surrounding 

ground. No other techniques are currently able to obtain such information, as their application inside the 

ground layers would disturb its behaviour. The operational rules of displacement DFOS sensor, way of in-

stallation, course of the study as well as the exemplary results are discussed hereafter. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) 

Nowadays, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) Systems are an essential and indispensable tool for obtain-

ing information on the operational behaviour of engineering [1] and geotechnical structures [2]. Such systems 

are usually operated on the basis of automatic sensors installed in real in situ conditions. 

The knowledge acquired this way is very important for optimal decision making [3, 4] and improving the 

safety of critical infrastructure while generating financial savings. These savings should be considered in the 

context of the entire lifecycle of the structure [5]. Additional in situ measurement information should be used for 

optimization the designing procedures and standards, calibration of numerical models, verification of theoretical 

assumptions, controlling the structural behaviour during long-term operation with changing external conditions 

and finally managing the maintenance of the structure (including renovation strategies) – see the scheme in 

Fig. 1. 

http://www.shmsystem.pl/
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Fig. 1. The simplified scheme of the structural health monitoring process. 

The need for performing in situ measurements results from many factors, including the construction law and 

standard requirements [6, 7], but the most important are the physical ones related to uncertainties arising from: 

• material's heterogeneity and associated random variations in its physical and mechanical parameters 

(e.g. strength, elasticity modulus, coefficients of thermal expansion, etc.), 

• geometrical imperfections and tolerances (deviations from design, idealized assumptions), 

• random actions and loads (there is always a probability of occurring over-standard values), 

• time-dependent effects (e.g. creeping, shrinkage, fatigue), which are very difficult to predict with re-

quired certainty, 

• cyclic loads and changing external conditions (e.g. temperature, ground humidity, barometric pres-

sure, etc.), 

• assumed theoretical simplifications and idealized models applied during designing stage, 

• the pressure of time and money that usually accompanies the investments and increases the risk of 

human error at every stage of the process (design, construction, exploitation and maintenance). 

 

It is worth to underline that the number of the above factors are particularly important for geotechnical struc-

tures, where uncertainties regarding the ground parameters are much higher than in standard (cubature, over-

ground) civil engineering applications. The ground parameters may differ significantly depending on their loca-

tion and what is more, they are changing over time with the changing external conditions (e.g. the humidity). 

 

1.2 Distributed Fibre Optic Sensing (DFOS) 

Due to the increasing number of applications in the field of structural health monitoring systems and taking 

into account the complexity of this problem resulting from the above-mentioned factors, the new measurement 

solutions are constantly being sought. The main goal is to provide comprehensive and reliable structural infor-

mation while keeping the system cost-effective. The newly-designed solutions should focus on early detection 

of local damages or defects [8], which could bring measurable financial savings and improve safety. 

Nowadays, one of the most promising technologies in this context is distributed fibre optic sensing (DFOS) 

[9], which, in contrast to spot measurements, allows to perform measurements in geometrically-continuous way 

along the entire length of the optical fibre (see Fig. 2). When using conventional spot sensors, there is always 

a high uncertainty about what is happening between them and even advanced mathematical models are not able 

to compensate for this uncertainty. On the other hand, the use of multiple spot sensors at the same time (quasi-

distributed measurements) is usually economically and technically not justified. Thus, distributed sensing over 

distances from several millimeters [10] to even hundreds of kilometers [11], can be considered as a completely 

breakthrough solution.  
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Fig. 2. The scheme of the measurements: spot (left), quasi-distributed and distributed (right). 

The optical sensor, in which measuring element is the optical fibre, can replace thousands of conventional 

spot sensors, depending on the applied spatial resolution and measuring distance (usually from 100 to 5 measur-

ing points per one meter of the sensor). This creates completely new possibilities for the assessment of technical 

condition of different types of engineering and geotechnical structures. 

Performing measurements of selected physical quantities (usually strains or temperature) in a distributed way 

is possible thanks to utilizing different optical phenomena, like Rayleigh [12], Brillouin [13] and Raman [14] 

scattering. Each approach is characterized by its own advantages and disadvantages and should be chosen indi-

vidually depending on the requirements of a given installation. For example, Rayleigh scattering, due to its high 

spatial resolution, is adequate for precise measurements with localized events over the length of tens of meters, 

while Brillouin scattering is usually applied for km-range measuring distances, but with worse spatial resolution. 

Another important aspect is the appropriate construction of the sensor itself, which should allow to utilize all 

benefits of the DFOS technology. Appling the sensor which is susceptible to plasticity effects or which is con-

structed with layers (analogously like cables) causing the debonding or slippage effects, may invalidate the cor-

rect measurements and lead to wrong decisions. 

The concept and implementation of the monolithic, composite DFOS sensor (the 3DSensor) dedicated for 

measuring displacements (changes in shape) is presented and discussed hereafter. The article describes the prac-

tical application of this solution within the geotechnical field research, where the footing foundations were 

pulled-out from the ground.  

 

1.3 Research problem 

Research work was carried out within the framework of the project realized by ENPROM Sp. z o.o. [15], 

NCBIR No. POIR.01.01.01-00-0789/17, entitled „Elaboration of the new series of types of transmission towers 

400kV and suitable for them foundations, in this of foundations to the use on grounds about particularly disad-

vantageous geotechnical parameters”. This project used 400kV transmission towers and varying shallow foun-

dations with increased pull-off capacity. During the realization of the project, different types of footing founda-

tions were investigated (see example in Fig. 3), including prefabricated special overlay plates, hybrid monolith-

ic-prefabricated special footings strengthened with anchoring micropiles. The uniqueness and usability of the 

performed research results from the fact that tests were carried out on a full-scale (1:1) objects, in relation to 

foundations currently used within 400kV lines.  

The project was led in cooperation with the Institute of Roads and Bridges, the Faculty of the Civil Engineer-

ing of the Warsaw University of Technology. The structural solutions used in the project were patented and 

implemented during construction of new important 400kV transmission lines in Poland, including the lines of 

the relation Mikułowa-Czarna and Piła-Plewiska-Krzewina. 
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Fig. 3. The cross section and plan view of the exemplary footing investigated during research. 

Another innovative aspect implemented during research was the application of distributed fibre optic sensing 

for advanced analysis of the cooperation between the footing and the surrounding ground. One of the aims was 

to observe the ground deformations generated during the vertical pulling the footing out of the ground. Thanks 

to the application of dedicated 3DSensors, it was possible to determine vertical displacement profiles around the 

footing within the selected ground layers with a spatial resolution of 1cm. No other techniques are able to obtain 

such detailed information, as the presence of traditional sensors inside the ground layers would disturb its be-

havior and invalidate the results. The operational guidelines of the displacement DFOS sensor, manner of instal-

lation, course of the study as well as exemplary results are discussed hereafter. 

2 DFOS Measuring System 

2.1 Construction of 3DSensor 

The basic physical quantity measured with distributed sensing approach is axial strain (με) in the optical fi-

bre. There are number of solutions available on the market (e.g. sensing fibres, cables or DFOS strain sensors) 

which are dedicated for this purpose. However, in many engineering and geotechnical applications, it would be 

very favorable to obtain the knowledge about displacements (mm) in the planes perpendicular to the sensor’s 

axis. These displacements represent the change in shape of the monitored structure.  

The possibility of converting the measured axial strains into the three-dimensional displacements with practi-

cal and reasonable accuracy was investigated in some publications [16, 17, 18]; however, their commercial ap-

plication is very limited. In the research described within this article, the patented (US and PL patents) solution 

was applied in the form of the composite displacement sensor called 3DSensor. This unique measuring tool was 

elaborated by SHM SYSTEM company [19] during realization of the research project entitled “Development of 

the new fibre optic sensor allowing for the determination of the vertical and horizontal displacements of the 

studied objects at the distances of up to 120 km”. This project was funded by the grant won at the National Cen-

tre for Research and Development within the framework of Intelligent Development Operational Program 2014-

2020 (POIR.01.01.01-00-0550/15). 

During the design stage, the inventors of the 3DSensor were able to avoid the main limitations and disad-

vantages of the widely applied DFOS sensing solutions (usually based on the cable production technology). 

First of all, they  did not use plastic and steel to protect the optical fibre, due to their very limited elastic range 

and plasticity effects, which disrupts the ability to take correct measurements. In the 3DSensor’s core a special 

composite was applied, which allows for the use of the fibre in a wide elastic range without fear of damage. 

Furthermore, there are no intermediate layers inside the sensor, which usually would cause debonding and slip-

page effects, not allowing for the appropriate strain transfer. Within the 3DSensor, optical fibres, in their prima-

ry coatings, are fully integrated with the composite core during production (pultrusion) stage, creating a mono-

lithic cross-section. Exemplary view of the laboratory and in situ version of 3DSensor are presented in Fig. 4a 

and 4b respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Composite DFOS fibre optic 3DSensor for displacement (shape’s changes) monitoring: a) laboratory version; b) in 

situ version. 

The main idea of the 3DSensor solution is to determine the displacement profile based on axial strain meas-

urements. For this purpose, there is a need to apply more than one optical fibre and employ a special algorithm 

for data conversion (see also chapter 2.3).  

 

 

2.2 Optical datalogger 

Today’s market offers a wide range of DFOS devices for strain measurements, characterized by many im-

portant factors such as: accuracy, resolution, distance range, spatial resolution, frequency of measurement, price 

and many others. All of these factors have to be carefully taken into account when testing innovative measure-

ment technologies such as the 3DSensor. In the research discussed  in this paper, optical backscatter reflectome-

ter OBR4600 from Luna [20] was applied (Fig. 5a) to read the 3DSensors. Because a large number of optical 

sensors had to be read simultaneously during tests, also optical switch operating with 15 channels was used (see 

Fig. 5b). 

 

Fig. 5. a) The view of optical backscatter reflectometer OBR4600 with the software; b) the view of the reflectometer with 

optical switch applied during measurements. 

 

The optical backscatter reflectometer OBR is based on the Rayleigh scattering phenomenon [21, 22, 23], 

which occur in every cross-section of the fibre due to the partial structure of the matter and resulting fluctuations 

of the refractive index. These imperfections cause the  light to scatter in all directions, as well as  backwards into 

the optical device. Finally, the reflectometer determines the positions of all imperfections and calculates their 

changes caused by both mechanical and thermal strains. The positions of all local imperfections are random but 

constant for a given fibre and can be compared to a unique fingerprint. By comparing the two patterns (e.g. be-

fore and after loading), it is possible to determine strain or temperature changes, which could be expressed by 

the following equation: 
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 -Δ𝜐 / 𝜐 = KT ⸱ ΔT + Kε ⸱ Δε (1) 

• 𝜐 – mean optical frequency (Hz), 

• KT – temperature calibration constant (°C-1), 

• Kε – strain calibration constant (-), 

• ∆T – temperature change (°C), 

• ∆ε – strain change (με). 

 

 

It should be underlined that the final result of the measurement is a linear combination of mechanical and 

thermal effects. In the research described hereafter, sensors were embedded inside the ground and measurements 

were performed in short-term, thus there was no need to provide any thermal compensation. The temperature 

effect could be neglected. It is also worth noting, that the temperature changes are very important during long-

term measurements of axial strains. However, the algorithm for displacements calculation is capable of self-

compensation due to temperature changes, so even during long-term monitoring there is no need to install addi-

tional temperature sensors. 

The applied reflectometer software also allows for some measuring parameters to be chosen during post-

processing. Optical fibre can be graphically represented by the chain of the individual spot gages as shown in 

Fig. 6. During data analysis, gauge length (base of averaging the strains) as well as spatial resolution (gauges 

spacing) should be defined. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Graphical interpretation of selected parameters defined during data post-processing. 

Table 1 summarizes selected measuring specifications of the applied backscatter reflectometer and shows the 

values of parameters chosen for further analysis. 

Table 1. Specifications of applied optical reflectometer and post-processing parameters. 

Heading level Value Unit 

Distance range (normal mode) up to 70 m 

Strain measurement resolution ±1 με 

Individual gauge length (base) 10 mm 

Spatial resolution (gauges spacing) 10 mm 

 

 

2.3 Algorithm for data conversion 

The construction of the 3DSensor, as stated before, needs to consist  of more than one optical fibre. For ana-

lyzing displacements in one plane, at least two fibres are required and for full 3D calculations, at least three 

fibres. Usually, four fibres are applied to increase accuracy and to minimize the risk of losing data through acci-

dental breakage of the fibre. 

Let’s consider the simplest situation, were the 3DSensor is used only for measuring vertical displacements, 

which is the most important factor for many geotechnical and engineering applications (e.g. settlement of em-

bankments, bridge span deflections). The key feature enabling the precise calculation is the very accurate ar-

rangement of the fibres around the neutral axis of the composite core.  

The 3DSensor could be represented analogously by the chain of individual gauges (see Fig. 7); however, each 

individual gauge is now represented by the geometry of trapezoid. This trapezoid is defined by the distance 

between the optical fibres (approximately equal to the height of the composite core), the spatial resolution and 
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measured strain profiles, causing the elongations and shortenings of the trapezoid bases – see Fig. 8. It is worth 

noting, that the proposed approach excludes from the analysis all axial effects causing the same changes of the 

lengths of trapezoid bases. This means that for shape calculations only bending effects are important. Mechani-

cal axial force as well as temperature changes are compensated for by the algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the 3DSensor divided into individual trapezoidal gauges. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Trapezoidal geometry of the individual gauge within the 3DSenor. 

Finally, the calculated vertical displacement profile depends on the measured strain profiles at the bottom and 

top surfaces of the composite core, the distance between the fibres (height of the composite core), spatial resolu-

tion of applied reflectometer and assumed boundary conditions (“Eq. 2”). 

 uv (x) = f (εB (x), εT (x), H, r, bc) (2) 

• uv(x) – vertical displacement profile (mm) over length, 

• εB(x) – strain profile (μɛ) over the bottom surface of the sensor, 
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• εT(x) – strain profile (μɛ) over the top surface of the sensor, 

• H – distance between the bottom and top optical fibre (mm), 

• r – spatial resolution (mm) (base length and spacing of individual gauges), 

• bc – boundary conditions. 

 

The boundary conditions should be defined depending on the way of installation.  For a free-supported beam, 

displacements within the supports are assumed to be equal to zero. For the cantilever scheme the displacements 

and rotation at the first node are equal to zero. In practice, usually the knowledge about displacements in any 

two points along the sensor is required, which could be obtained from geodetic surveys or through installation 

the sensor in the areas free from any deformations. 

3 Installation and location of the 3DSensors 

The installation process of 3DSensors in ground layers around the analyzed footing is quite fast and comfort-

able due to their lightweight and easy operation rules. The sensors must be simply placed in the designed posi-

tions and covered with the earth, which is further compacted according to standard procedures. There is no need 

to provide a perfect bonding between the sensor and the surrounding ground - this is one of the main differences 

between the DFOS strain and displacement sensors. The slippage between the sensor and surrounding medium 

will significantly disturb strain measurements, but still the shape of the sensor will reflect correctly the shape of 

the medium. In other words, there is no need to provide bonding between the sensor and the ground for correct 

displacement measurements. 

During research, two measuring layers (planes) were arranged (see spatial visualization in Fig. 9, compare al-

so Fig. 3). The sensors were placed parallel to the footing’s edges at 80cm and 160cm from the footing’s base. 

The photo from the installation stage, showing the arrangement of the sensors within the second measuring lay-

er, is presented in Fig. 10. The sensors pigtails were protected with the special tubes and led to the mobile meas-

uring station. 

 

 

Fig. 9. The spatial visualization of the 3DSensor’s arrangement within the ground layers around the analysed footing. 
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Fig. 10. The view of the 3DSensor’s arrangement within the second layer: installation stage. 

4 Experimental research 

4.1 Course of the study 

Altogether, three tests for different types of footings were investigated and this article presents exemplary re-

sults in order to discuss the measuring possibilities. However, all the tests had a similar course. The footing was 

pulled out from the ground through specially designed stand (Fig. 11). The optical measurements were per-

formed step by step with the increasing force (with its fixed values).  

 

 

Fig. 11. The view of the stand for pulling the footing out from the ground. 

4.2 Measured strain profiles 

In each measuring step, strain profiles at the bottom (lower) and top (upper) surface of the composite core of 

the sensor were measured with the resolution of ±1με. The spatial resolution was set to 10mm and it means that 

there were 100 measuring points defined over one meter of sensor. Including all sensors, one can state that dur-

ing one measurement session almost 10,000 individual gauges were analyzed. 

Exemplary raw strain data from the 3DSensor no. S03 are presented in Fig. 12 both for the lower and upper 

surface. The shape of these plots indicates that both the axial and bending effects influenced the senor’s behav-

iour. Axial tension was caused in this case by the force generated due to the sensor’s restrain (friction) caused 

by the surrounding ground during bending. In the long-term structural monitoring, axial effects are also caused 
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by temperature changes. However, for the shape’s change analysis, only bending effects are important, while 

axial effects can be simply neglected (see Fig. 13).  

 

 

Fig. 12. Exemplary raw strain data from the lower and upper surface of 3DSensor no. S03 coming from both bending and 

axial effects. 

 

Fig. 13. Exemplary strain data from the lower and upper surface of 3DSensor no. S03 coming from bending effects (with the 

axial effects excluded). 

 

4.3 Calculated displacement profiles 

The strain profiles at the lower and upper surface are the input data for the displacement algorithm described 

in section 2.3. The assumption about boundary conditions was that the vertical displacements at the beginning 

and at the end of the measuring length are equal to 0. Results are expressed directly in millimeters. Vertical 

displacements profiles from exemplary measuring stage (at fixed values of pull-out force) are presented in 

Fig. 12 (top view, plots projected onto the measuring plane) and in Fig. 13 (spatial visualization). 

It should be noted that no other reference techniques were applied due to their infeasibility or economical 

limitations. The presence of massive spot sensors or other methods could significantly disturb the ground behav-

iour, while flexible composite 3DSensors are do not disturb (reinforce) the ground in any way.  
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Fig. 14. The view of the exemplary vertical displacement profiles in both layers  

projected onto the measuring plane: top view. 

 

 

Fig. 15. The view of the exemplary vertical displacement profiles: spatial visualization. 

Despite the lack of a reference technique, the accuracy of the proposed solution was verified during a number 

of laboratory tests and other in situ installations (these will be the subjects of the authors’ upcoming publica-

tions). For example, the reference horizontal inclinometer system, installed together with the 3DSensor along 

the road embankment, indicated that the mean difference between these two independent techniques was less 

than 0.5mm over a distance of 50m. The results of the tests performed under laboratory conditions are even 

better. 
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5 Discussion and conclusions 

The article presents and discusses the new measurement solution based on DFOS technology and the unique 

and patented 3DSensor. This solution allows to determine displacement profiles based on the measured strain 

profiles and is directly dedicated for geotechnical and engineering applications. It could be successfully applied 

for bridges, dams, embankments, slurry and retaining walls, roads, highways, pipelines, landslide areas and 

many others structures. The proposed solution is also suitable for experimental researches, both in the laboratory 

and in situ conditions.  

This relatively simple approach to displacement calculation is based on the challenging production technolo-

gy of the sensor itself, where the optical fibres are fully integrated into the composite core at the production 

stage. The key to the innovative technology is the precise position of the fibres in reference to the neutral axis of 

the composite core. Excessive deviations in position, could cause that the final accuracy of the method to be 

negatively affected in practical applications. The accuracy of the 3DSensor is guaranteed by an appropriate pro-

duction regime and quality control. 

It is worth noting, that the parameters of the sensor are adjustable depending on the requirements of a given 

project. For example, the core material and its mechanical properties such as elasticity modulus can be modified 

(the lower the modulus, the lower the impact of the sensor on the structural behaviour of the monitored speci-

men or structural member). Another example could be the geometry of the composite core: the higher the sen-

sor’s cross-section, the more sensitive the sensor to small vertical displacements. 

In this article, world’s first unique research was described, showing the proposed measurement solution suc-

cessfully being applied in a structural test setting. The full-scale footings applied as foundations of 400kV 

transmission towers were prepared in a special research field and placed under physical stress. Effects on the 

surrounding ground layers were studied using the patented 3DSensor technology. One of the aims of the re-

search was to propose an optimal structural solution, which will provide appropriate level of safety and econom-

ical benefits at the same time. Distributed fibre optic displacement measurements significantly contributed to 

this challenging task. 

The development of DFOS techniques and measuring tools have resulted in a clear increase in applications in 

this field in recent years. DFOS displacement monitoring systems were installed in Poland e.g. within: 

• industrial, reinforced concrete tower, 

• steel and composite bridges, 

• innovative smart bridge deck panels, 

• road embankments, 

• road (asphalt) layers, 

• gas pipelines, 

• slurry walls and concrete piles (as an alternative for conventional inclinometer system), 

• prestressed-concrete slabs and girders, 

• composite collectors, and 

• other structures.  

 

It should be noted, that the number of the installed displacements monitoring systems is still much lower than 

the number of systems dedicated for strain measurements. Despite the successfully implemented examples, there 

are still some challenges that need to be addressed, e.g.: remote and automated measurements within structural 

health monitoring, clear and useful software for data processing, data acquisition, final accuracy for longer dis-

tances and poor spatial resolution (for Brillouin-based systems), long-term stability including the resistance to 

environmental factors. However, the potential benefits coming from DFOS displacement measurements clearly 

indicate that this technology will continue to be dynamically developed in the near future. 
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